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1. EXT. OPEN VALLEY. DUSK. 

THIS IS A MALE ADAPTIVE READING.  Please read the role of 
BARDORE.  Director’s notes are minimal.  Please provide 3 
interpretations of emotion in your audition.   

A CLAN LEADER named BARDORE (Bar-Door) gives rally cry to 
his army before leading them into battle.  They seek to 
overcome a superior race to dragons called the Preygull 
whom come out at night to destroy man.  The men are brave 
but their morale is low.  Bardore stands to lift their 
eyes and their spirits just before the war cry to 
attack!. 

DISSOLVE TO 

BARDORE 
CLAN BRAVEN!!! SHOW ME YOUR 
SWORDS! SHOW ME YOUR SHIELDS!  
The Glory of Mandanas will be 
revealed by you today.  The 
glory of our people will live 
on through you that live and 
for those that will die! For 
many years the preygull have 
ravaged our fortresses and 
burn our cities to the 
ground.  We have not known a 
day of piece since the days 
of dragons.  Where are they 
now?  They hide in the caves 
as fearful as weak men.  They 
venture not out reclaim their 
skies with the breath of 
their mouths.  But WE. The 
men and giants of Clan Braven 
stand to render peace to our 
world once again.  Today we 
stand and fight those 
monsters that awaken the 
night with the screams of 
vengeance. These beasts that 
stand 10 cubits above any 
dragon.  We will be crushed 
by their heel before we live 
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under them a daylonger.  We 
must stand with the hope that 
lies in our own ability to 
choose.  To choose to be free 
by any means necessary 
whether by death and the 
grave or by prevailing in so 
noble a cause! YOU MEN can 
CHOOSE now.  You have 
assembled under the banner of 
this clan and thus your 
choice is made already!  But 
to what end?  I say it is to 
have victory. VICTORY! If you 
should fall, you have won.  
If you survive this night, 
you have won. It is in hiding 
and waiting as we have done 
that we will have failed.  
YOUR RANKS ARE FORMED BRAVEN! 
YOU ARE VICTORIOUS!  Swing 
your blade hard and it shall 
be so.  HOLD YOUR SHIELD HIGH 
and ALL will know Braven 
fights still.  SHOW ME YOUR 
SWORDS! SHOW ME YOUR SHIELDS! 
FEAR NOTHING! FIND 
FREEDOM!!!! 
  

##SCENE## 

 

 

 


